Nail-biting test on nails for new PANNEX-tire sealant
From September 16th to 20th, the Automechanika in Frankfurt is the venue
where PANNEX AG will present its brand new eco-friendly tire sealant PANNEX
to the public for the first time. During the trade show a spectacular
demonstration of the powerful mode of function of PANNEX will be shown.
The PANNEX AG-booth at Automechanika is located in hall 4.1 at stand D41. On the
open-air ground between hall 3 and 4 the PANNEX-tire sealant will be demonstrated
live next to the PANNEX-truck.
The "Nail-biting Nail-test" – PANNEX under tough testing conditions
Trade show visitors, tire experts and journalists can become live witnesses of a
spectacular test of the PANNEX-tire sealant: A car drives over a flock of nails,
causing a multiple tire-defect. Using the eco-friendly PANNEX tire sealant, the car
becomes mobile again within a few minutes.
Visitors get the chance to hitch a ride on the PANNEX-car. Applications for the ride
can be requested in advance at info@pannex.li using the keyword „Nail-biting Nailtest‟ or directly at the PANNEX-booth.
The exact starting times of the “Nail-biting Nail-test” will be announced on the
PANNEX-website around beginning of September and are available at the PANNEXstand in hall 4.1, D41.
Easy cleaning demonstration at PANNEX-truck
After the test, the tire treated with PANNEX will be demounted in the PANNEX-truck.
Particularly tire experts can persuade themselves how easy the cleaning becomes.
Many tire specialists associate a complicated cleaning of the machines with tire
sealants in the tire repair shop. However, PANNEX can be washed up using regular
water and does not need to be depolluted as hazardous waste.
Powerful and eco-friendly
The tire sealant PANNEX is based on specially developed microfibres. The product is
easily biodegradable and seals tire damages up to 8 mm. In case the damaged tire is
repairable, it can be re-used. Otherwise the tire can be recycled regularly. Thus,
PANNEX optimizes the resource utilization and significantly improves the ecobalance in the sector of tire sealants.
PANNEX AG is convinced to essentially change the market for tire sealants in the
near future.
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